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Abst rac t - -For  two-dimensional hyperbolic onservation laws, the goal of constructing conserv- 
ative bicharacteristic upwind (CBU) schemes has been achieved. They are direct two-dimensional 
upwind schemes which follow certain bicharacteristics and which are conservative. A particular ex- 
plicit CBU scheme ispresented; it is an extension of the author's upwind scheme for one-dimensional 
hyperbolic onservation laws. Ideas of partial upwind scheme time stepping and conservation i  the 
limit are discussed. The corresponding onreflecting boundary schemes are also presented. From 
the numerical results of a one-dimensional Riemann problem of the Euler's equations rotated in a 
two-dimensional region, we see that the CBU scheme isvalid for calculation of discontinuities, and 
that the corresponding onreflecting boundary schemes work well for discontinuities going out of the 
computational region. The resolution of shocks is quite satisfactory, especially for the present first 
order scheme, and the stability is not restrictive for suitably chosen bicharacteristics. 
Keywords--Hyperbolic conservation laws, Conservative bicharacteristic s hemes, Direct two- 
dimensional upwind schemes, Nonreflecting boundary condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many outstanding finite difference schemes have been developed for hyperbolic onservation laws. 
These schemes have found wide application in computational fluid dynamics and have proved to 
be very efficient for numerical simulation of complex flowfields. However, they are based mostly on 
one-dimensional methods; these are extended to the multi-dimensional case either formally or by 
dimensional splitting, though many features of complex flowfields cannot be described by the cor- 
responding one-dimensional equations. For two-dimensional hyperbolic systems, signal or small 
perturbation is propagated along the bicharacteristics. So, in this paper, we propose conservative 
upwind schemes following certain bicharacteristics--conservative bicharacteristic upwind--CBU 
schemes. 
The classic bicharacteristic method, represented by Butler [1], have proved to be highly de- 
pendable, but these schemes are not conservative and, hence, not suitable for calculating discon- 
tinuous solutions. The more frequently used and simpler "near"-characteristic methods, see [2], 
are not as dependable as the bicharacteristic methods and are also not conservative. In recent 
years, work on direct two-dimensional upwind conservative schemes has begun. For example, 
Roe [3] decomposes the solution of a two-dimensional problem into plane waves with orientation 
matching certain data, thus establishing a sound foundation for numerical methods, but no final 
algorithm is given. Also, Deconinck et al. [4] proposes to choose characteristic surfaces uch that 
the Jacobian matrices corresponding to the two coordinate directions are locally simultaneously 
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diagonalized. This is an interesting approach, but of course such decoupling is not always possi- 
ble. A final example is the work of Davis [5], which uses rotated upwinding and achieves dramatic 
improvement over usual upwinding in numerical results for oblique shock waves; the difference 
scheme is, however, based on "near"-characteristics. (The author wishes to acknowledge the re- 
cent progress in multi-dimensional upwind schemes since the formation of this paper, see [6] for 
an excellent review.) 
In Section 2, the basic equations and notations for two-dimensional hyperbolic onservation 
laws are stated. In Section 3, the one-dimensional conservative upwind schemes of the author [7] 
and of Roe [8] are briefly reviewed and partial upwind schemes are discussed. These are used 
in Section 4 for the CBU scheme presented in this paper. At this early stage of development 
of this type of schemes, the CBU scheme here is based on the simplest "bicharateristic upwind" 
scheme of the single two-dimensional advection equation, and is a slight improvement over the 
author's work [9]. As is known, even for the single two-dimensional advection equation, direct 
two-dimensional upwind schemes are still under development. The issue of entropy condition 
and physical solutions will not be addressed, especially since in the multi-dimensional c se there 
are few theoretical results even for the continuous problem. In Section 5, the corresponding 
nonreflecting boundary scheme is stated, and in Section 6, numerical results are given for a 
one-dimensional Riemann problem of the Euler's equations rotated in a two-dimensional region. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Consider two-dimensional hyperbolic onservation laws in the form 
OU OF OG 
+ ~x + ---g- = 0, (2.1) 0--t- oy  
where U, F = F(U), and G = G(U) are m-dimensional vectors, and 
OF OG 
A(U) = 0"-~' B(U) = OV (2.2) 
are m x m matrices. Equation (2.1) can be written as 
OU OU OU 
Ot + A(U) ~ + B(U) ~-y = 0. (2.3) 
Let (nx, n~, nt) be the normal vector of a characteristic surface. The system being hyperbolic 
(for a solution U(x, y, t) at some point (x, y, t)), for any real pair (nx, ny) 
det(ntI + nxA + nyB) = 0 (2.4) 
has m distinct real roots nt, or nxA + nyB has m linearly independent left eigenvectors [, and 
m linearly independent right eigenvectors f, corresponding to eigenvalue A = -nt.  Left multi- 
plying (2.3) by [ yields the characteristic relation 
(ou ou o_f_ y) [ =0.  (2.5) 
Denote 
then 
A - [A~, # = IBm; (2.6) 
dx dy 
dt A, dt # (2.7) 
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define the bicharacterist ic direction. In particular,  for (nx, nu) = (1, 0), we have ~ = AA, [ = IA, 
and ~ = rn, hence 
A = IAArA = AA, l~ = IABrA (2.8) 
and characterist ic relation (2.5) can be written as 
OU OU OU OU 
la ~ + AA/A ~X + #IA --g-- + (lAB -/•/A) ~ = 0, 
oy oy 
(2.9) 
OU where we have added and subtracted the term I~IA-tiff. The first three terms of (2.9) can be 
av where s is a parameter  along the bicharacteristic; equation (2.9) can be called wr i t ten as lA ~-~, 
the bicharacterist ic relation; for details, see [10]. 
As an example, for the Euler's equations 
+ P G = / '  (2.10) U= , F= puv ' 
(e + p)u \ (e + p)v ] 
where 
We know 
u2 4- v 2 ) 
P=(3 ' - l )  e - p ~  . (2.11) 
/~A -~u- -a ,  u, U, u+a,  
and following the above, we can derive 
(2.12) 
# = v, v, v, v; (2.13) 
the bicharacterist ics are shown in Figure 1. 
y ~ 
' , / r  ' ~ ' sC~uaXff~c:eristic 
Y 
t ~bicharac:fistic 
Figure 1. Figure 2. 
2 2 1, and let (nx,nu) = (cos 0, sin 0). Now consider general (nx, nu). We suppose n x + nu = 
Consider coordinate transformat ion 
a = a(x ,  y), /3 =/3(x ,  y), (2.14) 
for which 
define 
ax = cos0, ay -= sin0, /3x = -s in0 ,  flu = cos0 (2.15) 
2- = cos t?F + sin OG, 
02" 
.4 = - -  = cos OA + sin OB, 
OU 
= - sin OF + cos OG, 
09 
B . . . .  sin OA + cos OB. 
OU 
(2.16) 
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Then (2.1) becomes 
(see [11]). This can be written as 
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OU O.T Og 
ot +~-g~ +~ =0 
ou .~ov 
O----t + Oa + 
The eigenvalue of ¢4 is A, and the corresponding left 
Corresponding to (2.8), here 
(2.1~) 
OU 
B ~-~ = 0. (2.1s) 
and right eigenvectors are [ and ~, respectively. 
A---t-+5 X-~x+lal~--~z +3 ~z-lalA-U (3.3) 
of Roe [8], for which a is defined as Af /Aw.  Here/k represent the time difference operator, and 
A and V are, respectively, the spatial forward and backward ifference operators. In numerical 
flux form, 
aw 1 (i +(li2) - = 0 ;  <3.4)  A--5- + h--~ k- -  
of the author [7] and 
da _ ~ = [.A~, dE 
d----t - d-'[ = f~ = [B~ (2.19) 
define the bicharacteristic direction. Corresponding to (2.9), here the bicharacteristic relation is 
[OUot i[°Uoa _-ou~ ([~ [~ ou + + #l + -/5_ 2 ~ = O. (2.20) 
We note that A, ~ are, respectively, the a and 13 components of (A, #)P, i.e., projections on the 
a and ~ axes, see Figure 2. For 
Acos0 + #sint? =/A~cos ~ +/B~ sin 0 = [A~ = A, 
-Asin 0 +#cosO = -/A~sin ~ + [B~cosO = [B~ = f~. 
As an example, for the Euler's equations, 
= f i -  a, u, u, u + a, fi = ucos0 + vsin0. (2.21) 
It can be easily seen from Figure 2 that the corresponding 
= ~, ~, ~, ~, ~ = -u  sin 0 + v cos 0. (2.22) 
3. UPWIND SCHEMES AND PARTIAL UPWIND SCHEMES 
In this section, we state and discuss upwind schemes and partial upwind schemes in terms of 
one-dimensional problems. With this background, we state the CBU scheme for two-dimensional 
problems in the next section. Consider first the single conservation law 
0w Of 
0--t- + ~xx = 0, (3.1) 
where f = f (w)  and dd~w = a(w). The simplest conservative upwind schemes for (3.1) are 
/kw 1 ~'f 1 (1 - sgna)  Af  
A----t- + 2 (1 + sgna) ~xx + 2 ~ = 0 (3.2) 
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] of (3.2) is defined as 
/j+(112) ---- f j+ l  -}- f j  D+I - D (3.5) 2 sgn aj+(ll2) 2 ' 
and ] of (3.3) is defined as 
~ 
f~+(1/2) = 
If we define 
fj+l + fj  laj+(l/,)l ~J+'~- ,,,~ (3.6) 
]J+('12) = D+12 + "fs laS+(l/2)l ws+~-wj ,  (3.7) 
where lal < lal, then we get a partial upwind scheme. To show this, we suppose S = a~, 
a = constant, 5 = constant, and a > 5 > 0; we get 
Aw wj  - w j -1  + (a - ~) Wj+l  - w j -1  
At + a Ax 7~-  = 0; (3.8) 
A = RAL ,  A = ".. , 
n= (rl ,  , r " ) ,  L= , 
l 
where U and F(U)  are m-dimensional vectors; let A(U)  = OF b-U, m x m matrix, be diagonalized as 
(3.1o) 
where Ii and r i are, respectively, the left and right eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue A i
of A. Define signA = R .  signA • L, where signA is a diagonal matrix with elements ign (Ai); 
sign (A) can be defined as needed in a neighborhood of A = 0, different from the standard sgn (A). 
Similarly, define IAI = R .  [A[. L, where [hi is a diagonal matrix with elements JAil. Then 
corresponding to (3.2), we have upwind scheme 
AU 1 VF  1 AF  
--At +~( I+s ignA)  ~x  + ~ ( I - s ignA)  ~xx =0,  (3.11) 
and corresponding to (3.3), 
At+~ ~+[AI~-7 +7 ~-u-[AI~-U '
for which a Roe's average is defined, i.e., AAU = AF .  In numerical flux form, 
AU 
At 
equation (3.5) corresponds to 
P~+(1/2) - Fj+l + F~ 
l (Fj+(1/2) - ~-~j-(ll2)) = O, +-~7 
F~+I - F~ (3.14) 2 sign Aj+(1/2) 2 ' 
(3.13) 
OU OF 
0t + -~x = 0, (3.9) 
that is, a ~ is approximated by ~ upwind and a - a centered ifferences. 
These schemes are carried over to hyperbolic systems by a procedure which is now standard. 
Consider hyperbolic onservation laws 
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and (3.6) corresponds to 
Fj+(I/2) = Fj-1-12 +F¢ iAs+cl/2) i Uj-1-1.2.-- Uj ; (3.15) 
see [7,8] for details. Also, see [12] for the generalized Roe's method. Now we define and write out 
T'j+(V2) = 
Fj+l ~- Fj %+1 -- Uj 
2 Rj+(1/2) I/~J+(1/2) l Lj+(1/2) 2 
-i I ( i Uj+l vj F~+I + Fj Z )~J+(1/2) I - -  i r j+(1/2)" 
2 i 
(3.16) 
Setting ~i = 0 gives centered ifference approximation for the ith component, i.e., the ith charac- 
teristic relation; setting ~i = ,k~ gives upwind difference approximation; and ~i in between yields 
partial upwind difference approximation for the ith component. This is easily seen by again as- 
suming equations to be linear with constant coefficients and left multiplying (3.13), (3.16) with li; 
then 
li,~U 1(  .- Uj liUJ+I-Uj +)iliUj-Uj_I -g j -1 )  
(3.17) 
which is simply (3.8) with w = liU, a = A i, and g = A~. 
We note that (3.14) yields sharp numerical discontinuities even when Roe's average is not 
applicable, so we will use this numerical flux when possible, but (3.15) is more flexible, to partial 
upwinding, for example. 
Now we turn our attention to time differencing for partial upwind schemes. Because of the 
centered ifferencing part, simple forward time differencing will lead to instability. So, we use 
Lax-Wendroff (LW) time differencing partially to form a two-level explicit scheme; for example, 
(3.8) becomes 
-2w$' " j -1  "t- (a -- a) = /,' j+ l  -t- w)_  1 (3.18) 
At Ax 2Ax 2 Ax 2 ' 
where a factor of u has been included for flexibility. Let 
At At 
rc  = (a  - a )  
and 
At 
r = a ~x : ru + rc. 
The stability condition of (3.18) is then 
r 2 : ( r~+rc)  2<ru+ur  2_< 1. (3.19) 
We see that by suitably increasing u, the stability condition is not too restrictive. For systems 
(3.13), (3.16), we add 
v-~-At R (A -/X-) 2 L Uj+l_~x- Uj 
to numerical flux (3.16), which will result in a term 
At 2 li Uj+I - 2Uj -~- Uj_ 1 
on the right hand side of (3.17). 
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4. CONSERVATIVE B ICHARACTERIST IC  
UPWIND CBU SCHEMES 
Consider first the single two-dimensional dvection equation 
Ow Ow Ow 
+ a ~-x + b~y = O. (4.1) o--{ 
Its simplest first order upwind scheme is 
wn+l  n n ,~ b w~k " jk - wJk wJk - wJ- lk - wj~-I  = 0 (4.2) 
At + a Ax + Ay 
for the case of a > 0, b > 0; corresponding forward differences are used for a < 0 and/or b < 0. 
This is a direct two-dimensional upwind scheme, or a bicharacteristic type scheme, since (4.1) 
can be written as 
Ow Ow 
0-7 + c b--d~ =0, 
see Figure 3, where c = v /~+ b2; approximating 
Ow c 
c Om-  ~m (wjk  - wl)  
and taking wl as the linear interpolation of wj- lk  and wjk-1 leads to scheme (4.2). For a = 0, 
o__v_w ~ b (wjk -- wjk- , ) ,  so when a changes ign, the scheme is continuous. we have com - ~--~ 
Now consider hyperbolic conservation laws (2.1). For (nx,n~) = (1,0), i.e., for upwinding 
following the bicharacteristic on the characteristic surface whose normal projected on the xy-plane 
is (1,0), the CBU scheme is 
hu 1 - 1 - 
with 
1 
FjT(l/2) k = ~ (Fj+lk "1- F jk ) -  E c~[ li(Fj+lk - Fjk)] r*, 
i (4.4) 
1 
Gjk+O/2) ~ (Gjk+l + Gjk) -- E ~ ~ 
i 
in which 
i 1 i 1 c x ---- ~ signA i, cy = -~ I#il. (4.5) 
Here, A s is the ith eigenvalue of A, and I i and r i the corresponding left and right eigenvectors; 
#i = l iBr i, see (2.8); they all take on values at the center of the respective intervals. To see that 
this scheme does indeed upwind following the said bicharacteristics, we suppose the equations to 
be linear with constant coefficients as before, substitute (4.4) into (4.3), and left multiply by P; 
we obtain 
l i / kU  1 " " i i 1 . • 
1 + ~ t'B [(u.~+, + ujk) - (ujk + ujk_,)] 
1 
2Ay (IPilliSk+(1/2)U- I#illiSk-(1/2)V) 
1 [zW (vjk+~ + vjk) - l ' ,  ~ (vj~ + ujk-0] 
2Ay 
1 
+ ~ (#ili6k+(1/2)U + #ili6k_(1/2)U) = O, 
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where  ~j+(1/2)U = U j+lk  -- V jk ,  similarly for ~j- (1/2) ,  ~k+(1/2), 1~k-(1/2). We have added the  last  
two terms on the left hand side, their sum is obviously zero. Suppose A ~ > 0 and #~ > 0; the 
above equation reduces to 
l~ hU )dl~ Ujk -- U~-lk 
- -~ + Az 
.q_ t~il i Ujk - U jk -1  .4_ ( l iB  _ izl~) Ujk+l - U jk - I  :w -2~ =o. 
We see that this is a difference approximation of (2.9). The first three terms form an upwind 
difference of l ov along the bicharacteristic ( ompare with (4.2)), and in the y direction, we have 
partial upwind difference as required. Because of this partial upwind difference, a LW second 
order y difference term will be added to the right hand side of (4.3). The particular form will be 
given for the Euler's equations in Section 7. 
A~ 771 
(j - 1, k) ~ ,  k) 
"~ 0",~ - 1) 
Figure 3. 
/0  
Figure 4. 
or+ 
Finally, we consider hyperbolic onservation laws in form (2.17). The general CBU scheme for 
(nx, n~) = (cos 8, sin 8) is 
1 1 
with 
in which 
1 (::ot+ + :'o) - ~ cot Pot+ = 
i 
a~+ = ~ (a,+ + a0) - ~ c~ - e', 
i 
1 - 1 
' ~signA i, c~ ~ I~'1. Cot = 
Pot_ and ~/~_ are similarly defined. For Ax = Ay and 0 < 0 < Figure 4, see 
(4.7) 
(4.s) 
~'a+ = (1 - tan 0) ~-j+lk + tan 0~'j+lk+l, 
(4.9) 
~+ = (1 -- tan 0) ffjk+l + tan 0ffj-lk+l, 
G~_ = (1 -- tan0) Gjk-1 + tan0Gj+lk-1, 
similarly for Uot+, U~±, pot±, and p~±; here, 0 = Ojk. For ~ < 0 < ~ these variables are -- -- 2 '  
analogously evaluated. 
In [9], the a and/~ differences were expressed in terms of the x and y differences. There, the 
CBU scheme is conservative if 0 is constant and is weakly conservative if 0 varies with (x, y, t) 
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(but not with U). Weakly conservative schemes will work for computation of discontinuous 
solutions; see [13]. Here, to ensure conservation, we use a technique which is motivated by 
domain decomposition i terface or zonal method boundary techniques; ee [14], for instance. As 
we compute on an xy mesh, we consider ~ on line k - (1/2) of Figure 5(a). For points (j, k - 1), 
~+ are calculated with (4.7); they are plotted in Figure 5(b) as + at the corresponding locations. 
In order for the present CBU scheme to work for discontinuous solutions, the G~_ of (j, k) points 
are obtained by linear interpolation at the required locations, these are shown in Figure 5(b) as -. 
In this paper, we concern ourselves with just the case of (4.9) for simplicity. Linear interpolation 
of fluxes is sufficient for the present order of accuracy and is economical as well. As both sums 
= ~ ~+,~ + 0~+,~... 0~+,j-, + 
~+ 
E ~--- (l~-,1-~0~-,2...~-,J-l-b 
1 ~+, j )  Ax, 
1 0/~_,j ) Ax 
approach f ~ dx as Ax, Ay ~ O, ~-~.~+- E~-  --~ O, for each k; similarly Ea+-  ~--~- --~ 0, 
for each j. This ensures conservation i the limit, as do the weakly conservative schemes. For a 
more rigorous argument, see [15]. 
\ \ \ \ \  
t \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 
. . . . .  ~g line 
k-1  
~ + ~g+ of k - 1 points 
* ~_  of k points 
j= l  J • z 
Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b). 
5. THE CORRESPONDING NONREFLECT ING 
BOUNDARY SCHEMES 
In practical computation, it is important o have boundary schemes 'consistent' with the in- 
terior scheme. In this section, the nonreflecting boundary schemes corresponding to the CBU 
scheme of the last section is given. We start our discussion again with a brief review of the 
one-dimensional case. Consider (3.1), take the left boundary for instance, the boundary scheme 
corresponding to (3.2) and (3.3) are, respectively, 
/kw 1 (1 - sgna)  A f  A-Y + ~ ~ = 0, (5.1) 
and 
Aw 1 Aw 
A--7 + ~ (a - la l )  ~ = 0. (5.2) 
For a < 0 (outgoing wave), they reduce to (or approximately to) 
Aw Aw 
A---~ + a Z-~z --0, 
the correct upwind difference approximation of the partial differential equation. For a > 0, the 
difference schemes reduce to 
£w 
At =0,  
i00 L.-C. HUANG 
an approximation of the nonreflecting boundary condition 
Ow 
0-'7- =0,  
i.e., incoming wave is constant. 
For one-dimensionai systems, boundary schemes corresponding to (5.1) and (5.2) are, respec- 
tively, 
AU 1 AF  
At + (I - sign A) ~ = 0, (5.3) 
and 
AU 1 (A -  IAI) AU 
At + 2 ~ = 0, (5.4) 
in which A, l, r can be evaluated at the boundary or at the midpoint of the first mesh. It is 
easily seen by left multiplying by L, that for A _< 0 (outgoing component) we have the same 
difference scheme approximating the characteristic relation as the interior scheme; and that for 
A > 0 (incoming component), we have 
tL__f=AV 0 (5.5) 
approximating 
OU 
Z --~ = O. (5.6) 
This is the nonreflecting boundary condition for nonlinear hyperbolic systems (see [16]). 
Now we come to the CBU scheme of Section 4. Consider again the left boundary, the non- 
reflecting boundary condition for normal incident waves, i.e., 8 = 0, is also (5.6) (see [17]); we 
assume then 8 = 0 on this boundary. Equations (4.3), (4:4) can be written as 
AU I(Fj+I--Fjk Fjk-_2.Fj-lk ) 1 ( -- F j - ( l /2 ,  k) 
, , - -7  + + . . . .  
1 (G,k+,~Gjk G ik-I-.2.G,k-,)_l _ = 
where 
i 
= ' [t' - uj )} e ,  Vjk+(1/2) E Cy 
i 
AU 
At 
where 
in which 
1 1 
cxi =2s ignA i, %i = 2 [#i[ 
and all eigen quantities are evaluated at the boundary, say. Comparing (5.1) with (3.2), we see 
that formally the boundary scheme is obtained by dropping that part of the differencing of the 
interior scheme which falls outside of the computational region. So, we get 
1 Fj+lk - Fjk 1 Fj-b(1/2)k --b Gjk+l -- Gjk-X ejk+(1/2) -- Vjk-(1/2) = O, (5.7) 
- -  + 2 Ax Ax  2Ay -- Ay 
2 r', 
n_ p 
in which n denotes ummation over i with A i < 0 and p denotes ummation over i with A ' > 0. 
This will obviously give the correct approximations of the bicharacteristic relations for outgoing 
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components. Note that G has been changed to G, so that  (5.7) will give an approximation of (5.6) 
for incoming components. To satisfy (5.5) exactly, we use the boundary scheme in the following 
form: 
2 r = 0, (5 .s )  
which is essentially (5.7). 
6. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENT 
Consider the shock tube problem of [18], i.e., the Riemann problem for Euler's equations with 
initial values 
Ul -~ O, Ur -~ O, 
Pt = 1, Pr ---- 0.1, (6.1) 
Pl = 1, PT = 0.125, 
see Figure 6. Rotate by ~, so that it becomes a two-dimensional problem as shown in Figure 7. 
On the boundary of the computational region shown, all waves are outgoing and hence, the 
nonreflecting boundary condition is valid. 
Y 
R 
\ 
C $ 
Figure 6. 
' X \\ \\ 
4 
Figure 7. 
' X 
In the numerical experiment, a 40 × 40 mesh is used, with Ax =- Ay = 0.1. For interior points, 
the LW second order/3 difference term for the stability of partial upwinding in the/3 direction 
is given as follows: The centered ifference part of (2.20) is [(B fitI) ou - h-~, and for the Euler's 
equations, /2i = ~5, i = 1 - 4, and AB = @ + a, ~5. For simplicity, instead of B - t2I, we use 
(As -/2)ma× = @ + a - @ = a. Hence, 
At f n / 26nU\~ 
is added to the right hand side of (4.6). An initial A0t = 0.044231 is chosen; it is about the 
limit of At of the one-dimensional CFL condition; At will be chosen for stability and printing 
purposes. Four mesh intervals axe used for ~7 to transit from the interior value to the boundary 
value. On the left and right boundary, t7 is 0, and on the bottom and top boundary, 0 is ~. 
Corner point treatment is tuned to the problem and the details will not be given here. 
The parameters used in the numerical experiment are stated in Table 1. We consider first 0 = 0, 
for which we use At = 2/3A0t. The numerical profiles on the diagonal of the region as shown in 
Figure 7, of pressure p and internal energy e at t = 0.7077, are shown in Figure 8. No artificial 
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compression or other means was used to prevent he contact discontinuity from spreading. We see 
that the numerical shock is sharp, with some overshoot which will be discussed in the following. 
The energy surface at t = 1.4154 is shown in Figure l l (a);  we see that rarefaction, contact 
discontinuity, and shock all pass through the boundaries moothly. Next, we look at 8 = ~" g, the 
p and e profiles are as shown in Figure 9, at t = 0.7077 with At ---- A0t. For this 0, the 9~ 
and ~ interpolation as discussed at the end of Section 4 was incorporated in the computation 
for interior points for which 0 is constant. Fortunately, no unforeseen difficulties arose. Finally, 
we discuss the case of 8 = ~.  Now, 0 is aligned with the direction of flow, information is 
propagated along the bicharacteristics whose projection on the xy plane is normal to all the 
waves, and the ]3 term of (2.17) is zero. The CBU scheme is bicharacteristic upwind with zero 
f~ difference and, hence, zero centered ifference; a larger At, At = 4/3 * A0t (Aa  = 0.1 * v~),  
was used. The p and E profiles at t = 0.7077 are shown in Figure 10; the numerical shock has two 
transition points. As the boundary schemes for this At are no longer stable, numerical oscillations 
appeared at the boundaries; however they remained there without propagating into the interior 
of the computational region. We give here the energy surface for At = A0t at t = 1.4154 in 
Figure l l (b) ,  for which the boundary schemes are stable. Note the checkerboard effect in the 
interior-- it  is caused by the difference scheme not being related in the/3 direction. 
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The resolution of the numerical shocks above is quite satisfactory, especially for a first order 
scheme, their differences eem to lie mostly in the numerical diffusion associated with the vari- 
ous O's and At's. Indeed, consider just the single equation (4.1) where a = b and ou o~ b-~ = ~-{, so  we 
have 
Ou Ou 
0--{ + 2b ~xx = O. (6.2) 
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With transformation (2.14), (2.15), where O = ~, we have 
Ou Ou 
~-  + c ~ -- 0, (6.3) 
in which c = x/~ b. The numerical diffusion term of the single bicharacteristic upwind scheme 
with Ax = Ay for (6.2) is 
c92u 
b(Ax - 2bAt) Ox2, 
where b corresponds to (Uc/V~) + a of our problem, with uc(--- 0.93), the velocity of the contact 
discontinuity in the diagonal direction and a, the sonic velocity (1 < a < 1.26). For (6.3), it is 
- cat~ ~ = v~c ax  - ~ m 0x2' 
where c corresponds to Uc + a for our problem. For the At's used, the numerical diffusion 
coefficient for 8 -- 0 is slightly below zero, whereas for ~ -- ~,  it is a little above. 
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Table 1. Parameters  used in numerical experiment.  
0 
7r 
~=o 
C 
(At  = cAot) 
16 
24 
16 
16 
16 
12 
16 
16 
16 
10 
np 
(npAt = 0.7077) 
24 
16 
12 
16 
10 
n~ 
(nsAt = 1.4154) 
48 
32 
24 
32 
20 
The author also tried changing 
direction of the flow (denoted by 
direction: 
where 
the momentum directions. For momentum aligned with the 
= 0), the equations are really one-dimensional in the diagonal 
0u 09 e 
ot + = o, (6.4) 
+ p . (6.5) / /=  ' ¢=/  ! 
a, fi, ~ are defined as before with 0 = ~ A At = 1.6 * A0t was used since stability is no longer 7" 
limited by the boundary schemes. Numerical profiles for t = 0.7707 are shown in Figure 12. We 
note the extremely good shock resolution. However, the improvement over Figure 10 is again 
mostly due to the numerical diffusion which decrease with the increase of At. The single equation 
counterpart is again (6.3) with the same c, as A = o7 of (2.17) and A a~" of (6.5) have the b-U --~W
same eigenvalues. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The goal of constructing conservative bicharacteristic upwind CBU schemes for hyperbolic 
conservation laws has been achieved. They are direct two-dimensional upwind schemes which 
follow certain bicharacteristics and which are conservative. A particular explicit CBU scheme is 
presented; it is an extension of the author's upwind scheme [7] for one-dimensional hyperbolic 
conservation laws and it uses Roe's upwind scheme [8] as basis for partial upwinding, called 
for by the presence of the derivative in the nonbicharacteristic d rection in the bicharacteristic 
relation and the approximation of this derivative by centered ifference. Time stepping of the 
partial upwind scheme is taken care of by adding an LW second order difference term, and 
conservation i the limit is ensured by interpolating rotated fluxes as on zonal boundaries. The 
corresponding onrefiecting boundary schemes are also presented. From the numerical results of 
a one-dimensional Riemann problem of the Euler's equations rotated in a two-dimensional region, 
we see that the CBU scheme is valid for calculation of discontinuities, and that the corresponding 
nonreflecting boundary schemes work well for discontinuities going out of the computational 
region. We see also that the stability of the CBU scheme is not restrictive, if 0 is suitably chosen. 
The author hopes to study the effects of using different bicharacteristic relations and using 
different momentum equations on numerical results. In the present numerical experiment, these 
effects seem to be outweighed by numerical diffusion, since the CBU scheme presented in this 
paper is only of first order accuracy. As we know, even for the single two-dimensional dvec- 
tion equation, direct two-dimensional upwind schemes are still under development. The author 
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proposed a scheme of this type in [19], called the ULWC scheme, which has second-order spatial 
accuracy and optimal stability. It  is hoped that  this can be extended to an efficient CBU scheme 
for hyperbolic onservation laws in the near future. 
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